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Bumper LAMMA ’17 event predicted 



	09 December, 2016

 


LAMMA is set to underline its position as the UK’s largest farming machinery, equipment and services show when it returns in the new year.



Over 900 exhibitors are expected to showcase their wares at LAMMA ’17, which takes place on 18 and 19 January 2017, at the East of England Showground, Peterborough. The event attracts more than 40,000 visitors.

“The figures reflect the continuing importance and appeal of LAMMA across the agricultural industry, despite the economic pressure being felt across all sectors,” said Elisabeth Mork-Eidem, group head of events at Briefing Media, which owns LAMMA. “Our exhibitors value LAMMA for the quality face-to-face time it provides with current and prospective clients, no matter what uncertainty is in the market. Their fantastic support means LAMMA ’17 is shaping up to be another excellent event, providing visitors with unrivalled access to a vast array of machinery, equipment and services, which could help improve their farm productivity and bottom line.”

It is a sentiment shared by LAMMA’s new headline sponsor for the next three years, Asset Finance Partners (AFP). Matthew Smart, head of asset finance for AFP, said: “The event provides the perfect opportunity for farmers of all types, sizes and backgrounds to look at and learn more about the very latest developments in agricultural equipment and services.”

What’s on show?

As with last year, the 2017 event will host the most extensive array of farm machinery to be found in one location anywhere in the UK. Whether you grow wheat in Lincolnshire or milk cows in Somerset, produce caulis in Kent or manage an estate in the Highlands, there will be plenty of interest at LAMMA ’17.

Most leading manufacturers have signed up to attend, and many will be showing new tractors, combines, drills and cultivation equipment. Some of this will be making a first appearance on the global stage, and some will be making a UK debut, maintaining LAMMA’s reputation as a launch pad for key machinery manufacturers.

However, it is not just the largest companies that draw the crowds. LAMMA’s ethos throughout its 36-year history has been to host smaller agricultural engineering and machinery companies from across the UK and, through realistic exhibiting costs, encouraging them to showcase a wide range of products.

This combination of large and small, unique on this scale in the UK, gives visitors access to a vast array of innovative products that they will not encounter anywhere else. They can use the event to compare and contrast almost any machinery, equipment and services they might require in the flesh, rather than relying on print or the Internet.

The popular Workshop Area returns to the event, where visitors can buy almost anything they need to tackle the simplest repair job or the most sophisticated self-build project.



Other non-machinery areas continue to develop at LAMMA. A range of companies will be demonstrating the latest advances in agronomy, and visitors can catch up on the latest business and farm management advice.

Exhibitor taster

Just some of the many fluid power-related exhibitors at this year’s exhibition include:

Allswage UK

Hall 4 Stand 484

Allswage UK specialises in the distribution and servicing of all types and makes of hydraulic hose assembly equipment. The company offers a wide range of swaging machines, hose cutters, high-pressure hose testing equipment and contamination control technologies for cleaning hydraulic hose to prevent costly equipment downtime or failure.

Distag QCS (UK) Ltd.

Hall 5 Stand 563

Distag QCS Ltd will be exhibiting its range of trailer axles, suspension & agricultural accessories along with its Flexepulse hydraulic hose & Flexequip and Larga end fittings range. The company also supplies PIX belts and Powerdrive power transmission products.

Flowfit

Hall 4 Stand 424

Flowfit has become one of the world's leading manufacturers/suppliers of hydraulic components and systems into the agricultural market place. Flowfit's fully nett priced 544 page catalogue will be on show at LAMMA, and available for collection on the trade stand.

Gemac Hydraulics Ltd.

Hall 4 Stand 4134

Gemac Hydraulics manufactures and stocks one of the UK’s largest range of hydraulic adaptors, covering all thread types and configurations with most items available off the shelf. The company also offers customer specials made to individual requirements on a fast turnaround with Gemac Hydraulics’ latest single and twin spindle CNCs to satisfy customer demands for products at the right price, time and quality.

Hydrastore Ltd.

Hall 4 Stand 493

Hydrastore Ltd., the UK supplier of hydraulic and electronic control systems and components, will exhibit its latest product developments, including the EX flow sharing valve from Hydracontrol, new closed loop pumps and motors from Hansa and new generation control systems from Exertus.



Hydraulic and Transmissions Ltd.

Hall 4 Stand 458

With over 30 years’ experience, HTL UK Ltd. – formerly BYPY – continues to supply the UK's agriculture market with leading hydraulic and mechanical components.

Hydrokit UK Ltd.

Hall 4 Stand 427



Hydrokit UK Ltd. supplies all types of mobile equipment & implements, from a component to a complete kit.

Hydrotechnik UK Ltd.

Hall 4 Stand 478

At LAMMA, Hydrotechnik UK will be showcasing its brand new MultiHandy 2025 hydraulic datalogger; replacing the MultiHandy 2020. The new model includes more features, memory and more sensor signal connectivity options. With a simple interface and a user-friendly design, users can simply plug in the sensors, switch on and measure. With two inputs, a calculation channel, min & max values, the MH2025 can diagnose faults in hydraulic systems by monitoring pressure, flow and temperature among many others. The intuitive HYDROlink 6 & HYDROcom 6 software comes as standard with the MultiHandy2025, enabling engineers to record and upload test results for further analysis as well as record in real time on their PC.



Linde Hydraulics Ltd.

Hall 4 Stand 4103

Linde Hydraulics Ltd. is the UK and ROI subsidiary of Linde Hydraulics GmbH & Co KG responsible for the sales and service of Linde Hydraulics pumps, motors and valves. The company is also UK and Ireland distributor for Bondioli & Pavesi hydraulic components and Sampo Hydraulics Ltd.’s Black Bruin motors. One of the features at this year’s event will be Sampo’s Black Bruin on-demand wheel drives with mechanical freewheeling. These on-demand wheel drives offer a practical and simple way to generate more pulling power for trailers or any trailed equipment and are well-suited for agricultural applications.

Black Bruin wheel motors fit perfectly into the wheel and put high torque just where it is needed – under the load. Therefore, less tractor power is needed and a smaller prime mover can haul heavier loads. With Black Bruin driven wheels, more tractive effort is generated when needed, or all the time.

Losi Ltd.

Hall 6 Stand 638

As UK, Ireland & Germany partner for M+S Hydraulic, Losi offers a full range of hydraulic motors, brakes & steering units. Losi designs and manufactures in-house custom manifold block solutions. It is also the UK distributor for Caproni hydraulic pumps and valves, offering a full range of pumps for agricultural applications. Products are supported worldwide.

P & R Hydraulics Ltd.

Hall 4 Stand 496

P & R Hydraulics specialises in the sale and repair of hydraulic pumps, motors and valves to suit most makes of agricultural machinery. The company offers a full range of branded products backed by a reliable customer service, helping to keep customers’ machinery operating and downtime to a minimum.

Phoenix Hydraulics & Electrical Services Ltd.

Hall 4 Stand 423

Phoenix Hydraulics provides full hydraulic engineering solutions across a broad range of industry sectors, to both major OEMs and individual clients. With over 70,000 hydraulic components in stock for immediate delivery and a team of fully qualified hydraulic, mechanical and electrical engineers, Phoenix Hydraulics is able to satisfy customers’ complete hydraulic system design, manufacture, installation and maintenance requirements.

Reelcare Ltd.

Hall 4 Stand 408

Reelcare Ltd. is a supplier and specifier of high-quality hose and cable reels in spring, manual and motor driven options & in a variety of materials. The company’s reels are suitable for air/gases, water, grease/oil and fuel for all areas of industry. Reelcare also offers bespoke hose reel solutions for tricky applications.

Related Fluid Power Ltd.

Hall 4 Stand 492

Related Fluid Power Ltd. is a UK manufacturer of hydraulic manifold controls and power unit systems. At LAMMA, the company will be showcasing some typical examples of its custom-designed controls currently used in agricultural and associated industries.

VHS Hydraulic Components Ltd.

Hall 6 Stand 679

VHS Hydraulic Components Ltd. offers a complete hydraulic package and strives to build a close working relationship with its customers to achieve a quality service at competitive prices and short lead times. With a wide range of hydraulic components kept ex-stock, VHS is able to offer a next-day – or even same-day – delivery service nationwide.

Webtec

Hall 4 Stand 426

Webtec is a specialist manufacturer of hydraulic measurement and control products used in helping to improve the productivity of heavy machinery. For over 50 years the company has supported customers worldwide in the industrial, mobile, and agricultural sectors to diagnose hydraulic faults, verify hydraulic conditions and achieve repeatable hydraulic control. Webtec recently introduced a handy 8-page valve selection guide, aimed at anyone who designs, maintains or builds hydraulic systems.

www.lammashow.com
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